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*--------------------------*
  Note:   * = Single strum
*--------------------------*

[Intro]
Em G A B* C
Em G D

[Verse]
Em        G
I used to wonder
Am     B* C
 round
            Em
Like autumn leaves
         G        D
Rustlign on the ground
          Em      G
Trying to find my way
             Am    B* C
Through this empty place
     Em              G          D
Like thunder crashing without a sound

[Pre-Chorus]
C
And though it s hard to say
Em
And though I lost my way
D
And though it s such a shame it took so long to feel this way
C
I didn t believe
Em
Just where I could be
D
If I d only seen that you were right in front of me

[Chorus]
Em        G                      Am
Sometimes you have to close your eyes
B* C



To find your way back home
Em        G                     D
Sometimes you have to close the blinds
                     Em
To see just where to go
              G
When you re alone
    Am
All alone
B* C
Falling down, just move along
Em             G               D
Sometimes when love is on your mind
                       Em
You have to close your eyes

[Verse]
Em        G               Am
The stars above are never gone
B* C
    Even as the night
Em    G              D
Loses light into the dawn
                 Em
And though the shapes of the moon
          G
They can change, they can move
        Am                B* C
And the sun always shines in the dead of the night
Em      G
For you
D
For you

[Pre-Chorus]
C
And though it s hard to say
Em
And though I lost my way
D
And though it s such a shame it took so long to feel this way
C
I didn t believe
Em
Just where I could be
D
If I d only seen that you were right in front of me

[Chorus]
Em        G                      Am
Sometimes you have to close your eyes
B* C
To find your way back home



Em        G                     D
Sometimes you have to close the blinds
                     Em
To see just where to go
              G
When you re alone
    Am
All alone
B* C
Falling down, just move along
Em             G               D
Sometimes when love is on your mind
                       Em
You have to close your eyes

[Bridge]
B         C
And I can feel it when you smile
G       D
Oh, oh, oh, oh
B         C
And I can see it in your eyes
G       D
Oh, oh, oh, oh

[Pre-Chorus]
C
And though it s hard to say
Em
And though I lost my way
D
And though it s such a shame it took so long to feel this way
C
I didn t believe
Em
Just where I could be
D
If I d only seen that you were right in front of me

[Chorus]
Em        G                      Am
Sometimes you have to close your eyes
B* C
To find your way back home
Em        G                     D
Sometimes you have to close the blinds
                     Em
To see just where to go
              G
When you re alone
    Am
All alone
B* C



Falling down, just move along
Em             G               D
Sometimes when love is on your mind
                       Em
You have to close your eyes

[Outro]
G A B* C
Em G D D
Em 


